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| **Lightroom** | --- | --- | --- Lightroom may not have the name recognition of Photoshop, but its power and efficiency make it an excellent
tool for those in professional photography. Adobe offers Lightroom standalone software that can run on a computer. However, in this book,
Lightroom is used in combination with a digital SLR camera, and the companion software runs on a computer connected to the camera. This

enables the software to import photos from the camera and adjust those photos in the program. The **Basic Controls** of Lightroom
include a viewport, a histogram, and a toolbar. In addition, the interface offers specific features for **developing** a photo. The new

features of Lightroom 5 let you easily create an array of Slideshow and **Video** movies. You can create movies that can be played in
either portrait or landscape format. You can also choose from a variety of transitions and special effects, and you can use photos or video

clips. (Make sure to check your local software requirements.) **Figure 7.3** : Using Lightroom, you can customize your slideshow or video.
**Figure 7.4** : Using the Histogram feature, you can see the lightness or darkness of each pixel in an image. Photoshop and Lightroom are

both excellent programs and have many uses. The larger size of the Adobe Creative Cloud accounts makes it possible for individuals and
teams to share images and projects and collaborate on them. The Adobe Creative Cloud service, available only to professional photographers

and graphic designers, provides the digital equivalents of desktop software, storage, and productivity tools. With the Creative Cloud, users
can do most of their work online, but access their files on any computer. Each registered user has access to a single, downloadable Creative
Cloud with all of the programs and storage space they would need to work. **Figure 7.5** : Digital images can be viewed and shared online
with the Creative Cloud. * * * # Understanding Photoshop There are seven primary editing tools in Photoshop: * **Blur:** Blur creates a

subtle out-of-focus effect. * **Brightness/Contrast:** Brightness/Contrast enables you to make tonal adjustments to the image. * **Color:**
Color adjustment options enable you to change the hue and saturation of colors in an image. * **Curves:
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We've collected for you a list of the best and free software for graphic design, photo editing and other Photoshop alternatives. Most
programs included on our list are free to try, and many of them do not require registration. If you have a better suggestion, please share your

thoughts in the comments section below. 1. GIMP is a powerful graphic editor that is able to perform all the basic operations, including
retouching, color correction, photo manipulation, image composition, and photo compositing. 2. The Pixelmator is an award-winning Mac
OS application for artists that provides desktop image editor features like retouching, background removal, image compression, and color

correction. It includes effects like distortion, color, photo texture, objects and much more. 3. Pixelmator Pro is a free version of Pixelmator
with limited features, and can be downloaded from the iOS App Store and Mac App Store. 4. Dfine Photoshop Elements - A graphics editor
for photographers. Provides the most realistic look for your images. 5. ColorPix - Create high-quality images and edit them in one place. It

includes some powerful tools. 6. PixelPix - Undo/redo and image editor for iOS and Android. 7. PixelShaper - An app for Apple iPhone and
iPad that allows you to edit pictures as if you were using professional photographic equipment. 8. Paparazzi - A new photo editing tool for
Android that gives you all the tools you need to create amazing photos. 9. Prism - Includes effects like tilt-shift, perspective rotation, and

debayering. 10. Pixelmator - Offers unlimited creative freedom and photorealistic results. 11. Azmoon Photographic Editor - Artistic photo
editor with a photo workflow. 12. InstaPhoto - With an intuitive and easy to use interface, InstaPhoto allows you to edit any photo quickly.
13. Photoshop CC - An entirely new digital photography experience. Improve your photographs with intuitive and detailed tools. You can
retouch, enhance, and add new text. 14. Photoshop Express - An image editing and organizing app for iOS and Android that lets you edit

photos in a desktop-style environment on your mobile device. 15. Photoshop Fix - Photoshop Elements plugin is used to fix or repair photos.
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apiVersion: v1 kind: Secret metadata: name: spiffe-discovery annotations: kubernetes.io/created-by: spiffe-discovery-team
kubernetes.io/managed-by: spiffe-discovery-team spiffe-discovery.io/label: {"spiffe":"spiffe:///delegated","name":"discovery"} stringData:
token-tls.crt: {{.Files.Get "token-tls.crt" | b64dec | quote }} token-tls.key: {{.Files.Get "token-tls.key" | b64dec | quote }} {{ if
eq.Values.value "etcd" }} value-etcd.crt: {{.Files.Get "value-etcd.crt" | b64dec | quote }} value-etcd.key: {{.Files.Get "value-etcd.key" |
b64dec | quote }} {{ else if eq.Values.value "consul" }} value-consul.crt: {{.Files.Get "value-consul.crt" | b64dec | quote }} value-
consul.key: {{.Files.Get "value-consul.key" | b64dec | quote }} {{ end }} LONDON (Reuters) - An Ebola outbreak in the Democratic
Republic of Congo has spread to a city with just a couple of weeks left before a presidential election in which the incumbent Joseph Kabila
is widely expected to win. The Ebola outbreak in the town of Beni began in August and since then has spread to at least five other cities. The
current tally is 42 cases and 27 deaths, according to a WHO database. The Democratic Republic of Congo will hold its presidential election
on Dec. 23. The official results are due out in the new year. The last vote was won by Kabila in 2006 and he has been in power ever since,
maintaining a grip on the country. The opposition has accused him of rigging the election and ignoring widespread concerns that the Nov. 18
vote will be marred by violence, a charge he denies.
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'The State of Mind': Black stars share personal stories Thursday Jan 27, 2014 at 12:01 AMJan 27, 2014 at 11:05 AM By DAVID BROOKS
Liliane Ruhl Watching a good movie is a lot like being with someone. It involves talking, laughing, crying, at times anger. Someone is at
times helping and some times gets in the way. And there's the part where the movie ends. If you're a movie critic, you typically watch movies
for two reasons: to review them and to discuss them with other critics. About two years ago, I was at the movies with Jeffrey Wells, a
novelist and author. We were there to see "The Great Gatsby" directed by Baz Luhrmann, featuring Leonardo DiCaprio and Carey Mulligan
in a story based on F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel. My day job was to review films, but that night I was at the theater with a novelist whom I
often rib about his "Gatsby" and the way he portrays it. But really, it was an amazing experience. I watched the film as a fan, finding the
story seductive and beautiful. Afterward, I watched it again with Jeffrey as a critic, and it was twice as powerful, so much so that I remember
going back in and reading the novel in preparation for this review. A good movie is always a good conversation. A good conversation with
friends, acquaintances, relatives, colleagues. And sometimes, a good movie is a therapy. I have been through recovery from major surgery,
and the movie "The State of Mind" reminded me how simple recovery was for me. I went into the film with a clear head and was able to
watch it completely detached from my pain and problems. It's a medical movie, so it's got all the medical jargon, but it's really a story about
the human condition, something that everyone can understand. Lupe Fiasco What do you do when your best friend in the world gets you a
kidney? That's the plot of "The State of Mind," which is based on a true story. It's the story of Dr. Rey, a doctor who takes on the job of
helping a friend from the neighborhood he lives in, Ericson (Octavio Pacheco), a career criminal and drug addict who has kidney problems.
Rey is a reserved person, but once he decides to take
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System Requirements:

* To use the level editor, it is recommended that you have a basic knowledge of programming. If you are interested in making your own
levels, take a look at our tutorials. * For editing, there is also a tutorial which is step-by-step. * Since this game is an RPG Maker engine, you
can load files into it. You don't have to be worried about the old ROM being incompatible, because the game itself is mostly compatible with
the Editor. * In addition, The replay files are compatible with the Pokemon Stadium 3
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